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Oscillations and waves presented in varieties of industrial and environmental flows are traditional subjects of 
theoretical and experimental studies in fluid mechanics. Range of wave-motion scales expands from nanometers 
to astronomical lengths. Wave mechanics with its important theoretical implications in mathematics, general 
physics and computer science also has important practical applications in environment and manufacturing 
studies. The heat and solute, or suspended tracer fluxes associated with waves play essential role in industrial 
flows and dynamics of the Earth atmosphere and oceans. These flows mostly are non-linear and affected by 
stratification, general rotation, and dissipation effects. The forcing action of waves on fixed or freely floating 
objects constitutes a multifaceted field of research in a numerous areas of fluid mechanics and engineering, and is 
an unresolved problem in the field of fluid-structure interaction.  
In parallel with considerable progress made in recent decades in theoretical studies of waves in homogeneous, 
stratified and rotating fluids, improvement of conventional and development of new instrumentation gave rise to 
experimental observation of a rich family of previously unknown fine features of these motions, and led to their 
quantitative study. One important issue is to study the internal structure of wave fields which manifest itself in 
the inhomogeneities of markers, vorticity and dissipation rate fields.  
Nevertheless many problems remain open: the boundary between strongly non-linear waves and vortices 
needs to be defined more precisely; the complex wave-wave, wave-structure and wave-vortex interactions are not 
completely defined. The wave nonlinear dynamics is rich and pertains both to the final stage of unstable laminar 
flow evolution and to fully developed turbulence. The symposium topics were the subject of intensive 
discussions in late 80th and early 90th of the last century; only partial attention has been given to these problems 
at IUTAM symposia over the last decade.  
The current IUTAM symposium was organized by the Scientific Committee included Professor 
Yu.D. Chashechkin (RU) – chairman, Professor K. Bajer (PL), Professor D.G. Dritschel (UK), Professor 
H.J.S. Fernando (USA), Professor J. Grue (NO), Professor J.-M. Redondo (ES), Professor L. Shemer (IL), 
Professor C. Staquet (FR) with representative of IUTAM Academician F.L. Chernousko at the A. Ishlinsky 
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Institute for Problems in Mechanics of the RAS. Symposium gathered leading international scientists to provide 
an efficient cross-fertilization between the theoretical, experimental and applied scientific communities. 
More than 170 participants from USA, Israel, United Kingdom, Germany, Norway, Ukraine, Mexico, 
Thailand, France, Estonia and Russia discussed different aspects of wave motion during five days. More than 70 
talks were discussed in the conference hall and beside unique facilities including stratified tanks, different 
schlieren instruments with view field 23 and 46 cm, high speed video-cameras, hydrophones, microphones and 
different contact probes during visit to the Laboratory of fluid mechanics.  
The symposium of IUTAM Organization was supported by grants of Department of Energy, Engineering, 
Mechanics and Control Processes of the Russian Academy of Sciences and the Russian Foundation for Basic 
Research. Informative support was provided by Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation and 
International union of theoretical and applied mechanics. The media service of the Russian Academy of Sciences 
posted the film about given symposium in collection of video films at the main page http://www.ras.ru/#.  
Given volume contains 31 papers selected from all list of talks clarifying dynamics and fine structure of wave 
fields inside and on the surface of stratified or rotating fluids, falling films and data of their interactions between 
themselves and compact vortices and vortex systems. 
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